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When two planets are separated by a particular angle, astrologers believe that the influences of the two planets
combine to create a strong effect on a person. In ancient astrology and much modern astrology five angles are
considered very important: 0, 60, 90, 120, and 180 degrees. These important angles are known as "aspects". In
modern times, many astrologers also interpret aspects of 30, 45, 135, and 150 degrees. Some astrologers also
use a variety of other angles, such as 72, 144, 40, 80, and many other angles. In the late 20th century a branch of
astrology known as "harmonic astrology" developed and practitioners of harmonic astrology believe that there
are many hundreds of different aspects, so harmonic astrology has greatly increased the complexity of
astrological interpretation. Not all astrologers are convinced that these additional aspects are important.
Harmonic astrologers also group together various aspects which they believe to have a similar influence. For
example, the fractions of 1/9 (40 degrees), 2/9 (80 degrees), and 4/9 (160 degrees) of a circle are known as "9th
harmonic aspects". Given below are interpretations of the following 6 aspects: (1) the semisextile aspect, which
is 30 degrees, (2) 24th harmonic aspects, (3) 16th and 32nd harmonic aspects, (4) quintiles and biquintiles, also
known as 5th harmonic aspects, (5) the septile, biseptile, and triseptile aspects, also known as 7th harmonic
aspects, and (6) the novile, binovile, and quadnovile aspects, also known as 9th harmonic aspects. These
additional aspects are known as minor aspects or harmonic aspects. There are many other aspects used in
harmonic astrology, but these aspects are among the most important and powerful, and hence this report
describes some of the most important Harmonic Highlights in your astrology chart.

I recommend that you read this report after reading an interpretation based primarily on the most commonly
used aspects. I think you will be impressed by the ways in which the aspects interpreted in this report describe
major issues in your life and in your personality that are not described as clearly by the more commonly used
aspects. Hopefully this analysis of harmonic aspects will be useful and helpful to you. If you are an astrologer
and you currently do not use harmonic aspects, reading several Harmonic Highlights Reports of friends and
family may make you a believer in harmonic aspects. Adding these additional aspects to your interpretation
does add greater complexity and detail to your analysis, and keeping a clear, integrated view of the astrology
chart becomes more difficult, but astrology is likely to grow in sophistication as it evolves and develops in the
21st century.

Aspects noted as "very strong" in the report have an orb of less than 1/3 the allowable orb and appear at the
beginning of the report. "Strong" aspects have an orb of less than 2/3 the allowable orb, and aspects that have
an orb that is 2/3 or greater of the allowable orb are printed at the end of the report.

If there are any midpoints conjunct or opposition midpoints within a 15 minute orb, these are also interpreted.
These four-planet patterns are also known as isotraps or planetary pictures.

Finally, planets conjunct or opposition the midpoint of two other planets are interpreted. These midpoint
structures are also known as direct midpoint structures because the angular distance from the planet at the
midpoint to each of the other two planets is the same. Direct midpoint structures with an orb of less than 15
minutes are analyzed first followed by those with a 30 minute orb, then a 1 degree orb, and finally up to a 1 1/2
degree orb. Therefore the midpoint structures with smaller orbs are interpreted first followed by midpoint
structures with larger orbs.

For the benefit of astrologers, given below are the orbs used for each aspect. Note that according to harmonic
theory, orbs are defined so that all harmonics occur equally often by chance, and hence the orbs are not rounded
to the nearest degree.

Aspects and orbs:
16th harmonic :  1 Deg 00 Min
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32nd harmonic  :  0 Deg 30 Min
24th harmonic  :  0 Deg 40 Min
5th harmonic  :  3 Deg 12 Min
7th harmonic  :  2 Deg 17 Min
9th harmonic  :  1 Deg 47 Min
semisextile  :  1 Deg 20 Min
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Venus 16th harmonic (5/16) Uranus, very strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 09 Min):

        Periodically you need to express yourself creatively, perhaps spontaneously and even with some
improvisation. Humor, adventure, and an element of surprise inspire you and make you feel really alive.
Romantic outings can be great fun for you. You are attracted to originality and creativity, and you can feel
stifled and repressed by the same scenery and same environment every day. Most likely you are not rebellious
or conspicuously unusual, but your tastes are very progressive.

Venus 32nd harmonic (13/32) Neptune, very strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 01 Min):

        You have a strong artistic inclination. You are romantic and sensitive, and you feel that something is
lacking and empty if there isn't some magic, fantasy, or romance in your life. Those who do not know you well
may not realize how strong these traits are.

Uranus 32nd harmonic (3/32) Neptune, very strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 08 Min):

        People who do not know you well may not realize how strong the inner child in you is. A world that is
mundane and prosaic is not for you. You have a need for the inspirational, imaginative, and magical.

Sun 32nd harmonic (3/32) Venus, strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 18 Min):

        You can be successful in a career that requires doing something that is aesthetically pleasing. You may
also have high standards for yourself, and be very uncomfortable if clothing is not well coordinated or your
weight or health are not optimum. In one way or another, making things attractive is important to you, and this
trait is so personal and deep that others may not realize its importance to you.

Sun 16th harmonic (3/16) Saturn, strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 32 Min):

        You are a highly ethical person with a serious view of life. You shy away from the limelight and what you
regard as superficialities. Your dedication, commitment and seriousness help you succeed in achieving your
goals, but be careful to not severely limit your range of possibilities.

Sun 5th harmonic (biquintile) Uranus, strong    (Orb: 1 Deg 48 Min):

        You can succeed in an area that requires creativity or ingenuity. You appreciate creativity, and technical
expertise probably doesn't excite you as much as innovation. There is a light-hearted side to you that enjoys
jokes, games, cleverness of all kinds, and freedom from dull repetition.

Mercury 7th harmonic (triseptile) Uranus, strong    (Orb: 1 Deg 03 Min):

        Your mind can concentrate and focus in areas that others are inclined to avoid. You have a tendency to
tackle a difficult problem or subject rather than an easy one. You are capable of prolonged, abstract thinking,
and you can enjoy the stress and challenge of unraveling a difficult but exciting subject. Your thinking process
is unusual and sometimes you may fail to grasp simple ideas and yet have great facility and aptitude for other
subjects that most people find abstruse and difficult. Over time you can develop exceptional expertise in an
academic subject.
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Moon 9th harmonic (novile) Mars, strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 49 Min):

        You're a bit of an activist. You are quickly angered by unresponsive organizations, governments, and
communities. You have the power and drive to motivate people for a cause.

Moon 9th harmonic (novile) Saturn, strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 48 Min):

        You can be a great ally to the underdog and the disadvantaged, and you also can be very resourceful and
identify valuable resources that a community, business, or even an individual have overlooked. You can be an
effective community planner, family therapist, or a person who gives really valuable and lasting assistance to
people. You do not indulge people's weaknesses, and you do find ways to identify core issues and discover
solutions to them.

Mercury 9th harmonic (novile) Venus, strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 53 Min):

        You have a gift for developing a style of communication and an aesthetic sensitivity that is clear and
beautiful. You can capture a wholesome, "unadulterated" beauty in words and in anything you do. You can
bring an uplifting and healing quality through your attraction to a life that expresses kindness and beauty and
transcends sophistry and intellectualism by speaking, or expressing yourself in other ways, directly from the
heart.

Mercury semisextile Jupiter, strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 52 Min):

        Like most people, you have some interest in larger issues like philosophy, politics, and religion. You plan
for the future and you do not become so engrossed in minute details that you overlook the larger context. These
traits probably are not particularly conspicuous or unusual but they do make up part of your personality and
give balance to your life.

Sun 16th harmonic (1/16) Jupiter    (Orb: 0 Deg 57 Min):

        Other people may not realize how important it is to you to grow beyond your current boundaries and
limits. No matter what level of success you achieve, you have your eye on the next horizon. Your inner desire
for prominence and success can incline you to sometimes exaggerate your own achievements thus far. Avoid
this tendency and pursue your dreams without judging yourself strictly by your level of success.

Sun 32nd harmonic (13/32) Uranus    (Orb: 0 Deg 27 Min):

        You are a very strong individualist. You may not be flamboyant about it and others may not realize the
extent to which you march to the beat of your own drummer, but down deep you are a free spirit who likes to
make his/her own rules and is skeptical of what the majority believes.

Mercury 32nd harmonic (11/32) Pluto    (Orb: 0 Deg 23 Min):

        You have a tendency to become fully engrossed, even obsessed, with your ideas. You can become fully
engrossed in a book or research into the underlying causes of something. You may also become fixated on
perfecting your technique or style in your work. Because you feel passionately about your ideas, you may be
more biased or unwilling to fully appreciate others' viewpoints than you realize.
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Saturn 16th harmonic (5/16) Neptune    (Orb: 0 Deg 51 Min):

        You cut beneath the glamour and superficiality that you see around you, and your approach to religion and
spirituality is serious and critical. You may be so serious in your pursuit of your ideals and have so much
distaste for superficiality and glamour that you miss the magic and wonder of holidays, fantasies, and many
imaginative art works and music.

Mercury 24th harmonic (5/24) Saturn    (Orb: 0 Deg 28 Min):

        You have very good powers of concentration and analysis. You are a good student, capable of careful
study and analysis and you enjoy reading. You do not become obsessed or emotionally distraught while trying
to master a subject. You are able to keep things in perspective and you are inclined to study regularly and
consistently, and consequently you can succeed in any area that requires careful attention and analysis.

Sun 5th harmonic (quintile) Mars    (Orb: 2 Deg 21 Min):

        You have a knack for developing creative ways to achieve your goals. Rather than meet obstacles head on,
you have a talent for developing graceful maneuvers that are more effective. You can excel at a sport or
competition that requires finesse and creativity as well as strength and power.

Venus 5th harmonic (biquintile) Neptune    (Orb: 2 Deg 14 Min):

        You have a strong artistic inclination. You have a vivid imagination and the ability to visualize things in
different ways. You are sensitive and may find it difficult to live among coarse, dull, or insensitive people.

Jupiter 7th harmonic (triseptile) Neptune    (Orb: 1 Deg 57 Min):

        You have a deep and serious approach to philosophical and religious issues, and you are skeptical of
simple answers to large and complex questions.

Sun semisextile Moon    (Orb: 1 Deg 10 Min):

        You are a good listener and you quickly sense the background and context of a person's concerns and
interests. You appreciate a wide variety of traditions and ethnicities.

Uranus semisextile Pluto    (Orb: 0 Deg 54 Min):

        Like most people, you need occasional times to be free of rules and regulations and express yourself in a
wild or free-spirited way, or to improvise and be spontaneous. These periodic times when you are more
spontaneous or wild may not seem particularly important, but they help you to function in a healthy and
creative manner.

MIDPOINTS CONJUNCT/OPPOSITION MIDPOINTS
(if there are any with up to a 15 minute orb)
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Sun/Uranus conjunct Moon/Pluto:    (Orb: 0 Deg 08 Min):

You need a great deal of adventure and excitement in your life. A path that is secure but lacking in adventure
and risks is not for you. You are an individualist on a mission and you need to follow the road less traveled, and
be off the beaten path. Your life tends to have many unusual changes that cannot always be predicted. You may
have difficulty maintaining stable relationships due to your willful nature, independence, and willingness to
take risks. You should try to develop some skills or assets that you can apply in a practical way as this will
enable you to maintain a reasonable level of stability and a foundation for your creative, self-directed energies
to develop and be expressed constructively.

Sun/Neptune conjunct Venus/Uranus:    (Orb: 0 Deg 13 Min):

You are a romantic and you seek an exciting, dreamy love that can be difficult to find. You can fall deeply in
love, but sometimes may be blinded by your feelings and not be able to see the other person clearly. You are a
sensitive and creative person who can appreciate very imaginative music and other art forms. You may find that
allowing your inspired emotions to seek fulfillment in art and other creative inspirations is much easier than
expecting other people to provide this feeling of magic and wonder in your life.

Moon/Venus conjunct Mercury/Mars:    (Orb: 0 Deg 02 Min):

You have a good sense of proportion and a knack for making an environment aesthetically pleasing. You
appreciate beautiful surroundings and you know how to make a comfortable and attractive environment. You
have very good aptitude for any subject that requires intuition and common sense, such as art, literature, and
psychology.

DIRECT MIDPOINT STRUCTURES (allowable orb = 1 1/2 degrees)

Moon Conjunct Venus/Jupiter 0 deg 23 min

Your kindness and warmth radiate out to others, and bring more happiness to others than you probably realize.
You can be very successful working with children or in any other area where others will reward your kindness
rather than take advantage of it. Avoid developing a habit of eating high-fat foods; otherwise, you may find
yourself struggling to lose pounds later.

Mars Conjunct Mercury/Uranus 0 deg 28 min

You can process information very quickly. You become impatient with classes that move too slowly, and you
thrive when you can work at your own pace. Computer technology, electronics, or other demanding and
fast-moving areas appeal to you. Your quick reflexes can assist you in athletics, various kinds of competitions,
and any activity that requires speed and agility.

Mars Conjunct Jupiter/Pluto 0 deg 25 min

You have big plans and the dynamic energy to manifest them. Sometimes you are almost obsessed with your
big plans, and although family members and friends may tire of hearing about your plans, the single-minded
focus on your goals is needed to achieve your goals. Be sure to research carefully before investing time, energy,
and resources on a venture.
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Venus Conjunct Sun/Saturn 0 deg 34 min

You are serious and loyal in love relationships. You are not inclined to date a lot of different people; you seek a
meaningful and deep relationship. You dislike ostentatiousness, pretentiousness, and glamour.

Venus Conjunct Sun/Mars 1 deg 22 min

You are creative, and you succeed in areas that allow you to make something beautiful, attractive, or
entertaining. You are also romantic, and your happiness in romantic relationships is a big determinant of your
overall happiness.

Moon Conjunct Mercury/Saturn 1 deg 29 min

You have good mental concentration and you can succeed in areas that require a lot of reading, writing, or
detail work. You also have a good sense of form and design, and you can formulate things in a very logical and
coherent manner. You explain things clearly and can be a good teacher or instructor.

Saturn Conjunct Mercury/Uranus 1 deg 09 min

You enjoy solving difficult problems. You can analyze a problem from different points of view, and you are
very good at abstract reasoning. It is good for you to apply yourself to complex subjects because you quickly
become bored with simple problems. For example, in the area of music, you may find that some forms of
classical music appeal to you because the intricacy and sophisticated musical concepts appeal to you.

* * * * * * *

Given below are the planetary positions and other data on which this report is based:

Sun 17 Gem 15 Jupiter 10 Can 42
Moon 16 Can 05 Saturn 25 Leo 18
Mercury  9 Gem 50 Uranus 13 Sco 04
Venus 20 Can 43 Neptune 16 Sag 56
Mars 26 Leo 55 Pluto 13 Lib 58

Tropical  Placidus   Summer Saving Time observed
GMT: 09:56:00   Time Zone: 6 hours West
Lat. and Long. of birth place: 30 N 05 09 94 W 06 06
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